
             THE LITTLE BLUE FROG & THE BIG RED CROSS 

 
The Little Blue Frog & The Big Red Cross is a story that I just do not have any idea 

on how to begin. I guess we will just have to start at the beginning and see where 

this colorful story takes us, so now here we go, let’s begin. 

 

 

 



There once lived a very compassionate blue frog by the name of Albert Simon 

Anthony Pool who lived down by the pond near the old country covered bridge. 

Now all the other frogs called him ASA Pool for short. You see ASA Pool had a 

heart as big as a hippopotamus or maybe even as big as a whale or two. ASA Pool 

would always take the time to help those in need.  

One day as ASA Pool was swimming upstream two young boys captured him and 

put ASA Pool in a glass pickle jar with some grass and twigs. Well now what? No 

really now what? I don’t think you fully understand, I’m really asking now what as 

in I have no idea where to take the story from here.  

Wait a minute, wait a minute, what if? What if? What if the boy’s father works for 

the Red Cross? Ok, Ok, this could be really good, wait, wait, slow down and let me 

think about this for a minute.  

I GOT IT!!!! I GOT IT!!! I GOT IT!!! The frog comes a ridden into town just a 

whopping and a yelling!!!! No that’s no good, I got that line from Blazing Saddles 

way back in the day way before most of you were even born. Ok, the father works 

for the Red Cross and, and, and, I GOT IT!!!!! Now let’s get back to the story. 

When the two boys returned back home and showed their dad what they had 

caught while hanging out down by the pond their father immediately had an idea, 

“Boys, you see how your little frog here is both blue and red? Well this frog would 

make a really great mascot over at the Red Cross where I work. I think this little 

guy would really help to cheer people up who are going through very tough 

times” 

Wow what a great turn of events, the blue, well I guess now red and blue frog 

who thought he was a goner might turn out to be the hero of the day. I just wish I 

knew where to take this darn story from here, HEY DOES ANYONE OUT THERE 

HAVE ANY GOOD IDEAS? IF SO PLEASE SPEAK UP OR THIS STORY MIGHT NOT 

EVER END!!!! 

  

 

 

 


